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Abstract 

This is the final article on the performance of Singapore's population 1 
students in the Third Inteinational Mathematics and Science Sttldy (TIMSS). 
Students' performailce on Data Representation, Analysis and Probability and 
Patterns, Relations and Functions show some clear trends. They are: (1) Primary 
four (Upper grade) students outperform primary three (Lower grade) students; (2) 
Singapore's population 1, i.e. primary school, students outperforill their 
corresponding International cohort; (3) Girls outperfoilll boys on Data 
Representation, Analysis and Probability, but the results are mixed for Patterns, 
Relations and Functions; and (4) Boys tend to leave questions blank inore often 
than girls. 

Finally, the analysis of the data from all the topics shows that students 
perform well in routine situations. They have difficulty comprehending concepts 01- 
applying information in non-familiar contexts and the school curriculum operates 
as an upper limit on the inathematics they learn. Activities that address these 
difficulties need to be integral part of the school curriculum. 

This is the final paper in the series examining the perfoinlance of 
Singapore students in the Third International Mathematics and Science Study 
(TIMSS). The previous two papers reviewed the performance on Whole Numbers, 
and Fractions and Proportionality (Kaur and Pereira-Mendoza, 1999) and 
Geometry, and Measurement, Estimation and Number Sense (Pereira-Mendoza and 
Kaur, 1999). This paper will review the last two content strands: (1) Data 
Representation, Ailalysis and Probability and (2) Patterns, Relations and Functions 
and provide a sununary of the key conclusions froin the three papers. As with all 

The authors would like to thank Yap Sook Fwe, National Institute of Education, for her assistance in 
analysing the data. 
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the papers the following analysis is based solel~l oil the released iterns (Website: 
http://wwwcsteep.bc.edu/timss; IEA: TIMSS, 1997). 

The Data Representation, Analysis and Probability Data 

There were a total of 9 released items on Data Representation, Analysis 
and Probability (4 multiple choice, 2 short answer and 3 extended response). The 
data of these items show some of the same trends discussed in the other papers. 

(a) Primary 3 ver~us  Primary 4. The primary four students perfoimed better 
than primary three on all the iteins except item L1 (74% correct for 
primary three versus 60% correct for primary 4). This item dealt with 
pictographs and required pupils to find the scale of a conlplete pictograph 
which displayed the given data. It is possible that since primary three 
students had been introduced to this topic more recently, they would have 
recalled more easily the procedure to solve the problem. 

Table 1. Perfom~ance on Data Representation, Analysis and Probability Iteins * 

** Item T1 had two parts 



Singorpoi.r Prinin~:,' Sciioal TIMSS Dntrz: Dtrto Reprcsentntion. 
Ano1)'sis nnd f robobi / i I ) ;  f l~ l t l  Puttenrs. Relrrtioils n11(1 F ? r ~ i c t i o ~ ~ s  

I 1.2. There ir only ore rcd marble in each oithcrt tngs 

10 Merblc.5 lm Marbles 10011 Marbles 

Wibuv4 looking in thc he. you arc ln pick a mmbk out of okn ot rhc h r .  
Which b q  wouW give you Qw grrslesc &mu: of picking the rcd warble'! 

D AII b a l a  w u l d  pvve the a- chansc 

M1 Ssmsnthn drops a %rcme outo cachot ttrxc l qc ta .  Thc awn= hss the k r t  
chme ~f lasdlhy on a s b s k d  rpwc m whch taqer ' 



(b ) Singapore versus the ltzternational colior-t. The Singapore students 
outperformed the International cohort on all items except item M1 (Table 
1). Item M1 deals with probability, a topic that is not part of the Singapore 
Primary School Mathematics Cuiriculum (Curriculun~ Planning Division, 
1995). Item L2 also deals with probability, but the students performed 
better than their International counterparts on this item. There is no 
obvious reason for the differences in relative performance between the 
local and international cohort and since the students were not interviewed, 
the authors can only speculate as to the reason. It is worth noting that 
students would be familiar with the presentation of item M1 from their 
experience with fractions and this may explain the better performance of 
the students on item M1 as compared to item L2. 

(C) Perjorrn~znce of  boy.^ vellvus girls. Singapore girls outperformed the boys 
on 6 of 8 items (with one item equal) at primary three and 7 of 9 items at 
primary four (Table 2). The differences are not large, but the trend implies 
that at this level girls do better than boys, which is a similar result to that 
for whole numbers (Kaur and Pereira-Mendoza, 1999). 

Table 2. Performance of Singapore Students (Data Representation, Analysis and 
Probability) - Boys versus Girls * 

* Number of boys and girls varies between items and levels. There were 
between 900-950 boys and 800 - 850 girls writing any individual item at a 
specific level. 

** All figures show the percentage of students respondillg coi-rectly. 
*** Item T1 had two parts 

Priinary 4." 
Girls Boys 

Item Primary 3 
Girls Boys 

8 9 90 
K4 5 2 47 70 69 
L2 1 43 4 5 
M1 I 60 60 

62 5 9 
7 2 69 
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(d) Leaving cznswers blank. In most cases Singapore students answered the 
questions. However, in the few cases where the questions were not 
answered, boys were more likely than girls to do so. This is the same 
pattern as reported in the previous papers. It is of interest to note that on 
one item, S1, there was a large percentage of blank answers at primary 
three, with 11% of girls and 12% of boys leaving it blank. This involved 
completing a bar graph with one pair of bars given and the data presented 
in a table. Such a task would be unfamiliar to priinary three students and 
they may have had no strategy to attempt this extended response item. 

The authors will now discuss some specific items 

Results on some specific dntn representntion, n~znlysis nnrl probnbility items 

Only on the first part of item T1 (i.e. part a) did the students have a high 
percentage of correct responses, over 90% for both primary three and primary four. 
This part of the item required students to read data directly from a bar graph. 
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The performance on the following items (L2, M1, K4 and M2) was 
considerably lower. The reasons for the relatively low performance on the 
probability items (L2 and M 1) were discussed earlier in the paper. 

Item K4 has a low level of performance at primary three (49% correct) and 
a better, although not particularly high level of perfoimance at primary four (69% 
correct). 



K4. Kyle and Bob are playing a game. The object of the game is to get the 
highest total of points. 'This chart shows how inany points each scored. 

I Scoreboard l 
l 

Who won and by how ~nuch'! 

Player 
Round 1 1 
Round 2 
pp 

Round 3 

A. Bob won by 250 points 
B. Bob won by l00 points 
C. Kyle won by 25 points 
D. Kyle won by 175 points 

Since there does not appear to be any obvious concept that would have 
caused problems, the difficulty may have been in interpreting the language in the 
problem. Another item, M2, involved a two-step word problem based on a table 
and again the performance was not particularly good. The difficulty might be 
caused by word problems, per se, rather than decoding data from a table. 

Kyle 
125 
125 

1 I M2. A team is selling raffle tickets. The table shows how inany tickets they have 

Bob 
100 
125 

Round 4 I 50 

sold so far. 

l 

150 
150 

'They need to sell 60 tickets altogether. How inany more tickets must they 
sellc? 

100 
l 

Maria 
Bill 
Ted 
Faye 
Abby 

Answer 

7 
3 
7 
6 
9 



Singapore students did relatively well on data representation, analysis and 
probability items and better than their Inteillational counterparts. The data does 
not indicate specific difficulties with statistical concepts. There were some 
difficulties with probability, as expected since it is not part of the primary school 
mathematics curriculun~. Difficulties may stem more fioin a lack of familiarity 
with the concepts or word problems than difficulties with topics of data or 
probability. 

The Patterns, Relations and Functions Data 

There were a total of 8 released items on Patterns, Relations and Functions 
data (7 nlultiple choice and 1 short answer). As with previous strands there are 
some clear trends. 

(a) Primary 3 versus Primary 4. As with all other topics primary four students 
performed better than primary three (Table 3). 

Table 3. Performance on Patterns. Relatioils and Functions ~tems* 

(b) Singupore versus the lrzternationul cohort. The priinary three and primary 
four outperformed their corresponding Inteillational cohort on all iteins 
(Table 3). 

K6 

L4 

L9 

M9 

U4 

(C )  Perforrnarice of boys verszts girls. This conlparisoll produced different 
results from tliat for data representation, analysis and probability. Girls 

Primary 4 
(X) 
74 

54 

65 

Grade 3 (%) 
(International) 
49 

2 7 

3 7 

Item 

I7 

J5 

K3 

Grade 4 (%) 
(International) 
62 

39 

53 

Primary 3 

57 

43 

5 0 

* All figures show the percentage of students respoilding correctly. 

65 

72 

60 

73 

70 

74 

84 

7 1 

8 6 

77 

5 2 

6 1 

55 

55 

4 1 

63 

72 

63 

70 

5 7 



outperfoimed boys aiid vice-versa on approxiinately tlie same nuniber of 
items (Table 4). However, the differences are iiot large. 

Table 4. Performance of Siiigapore Students (Patterns, Relations and Functions) 
- Boys versus Girls * 

* Number of boys aiid girls varies between items and levels. There were 
between 900-950 boys and 800 - 850 girls writing any individual item at a 
specific level. 

** All figures show tlie percentage of students respoiidiiig correctly. 

Item 

I7 
J5 

(d) Leav~ng (lnswel-S blank. As with all the other topics there were relatively 
few blank answers, but again the data shows that girls are less likely to 
leave an answer blank than boys. 

Again the overall data sliows that Siiigapore students did well relative to 
the International cohort, but there were no items with exceptionally higli or low 
performance. The authors will now focus on some specific items. 

Pi-imary 3 F T  

Girls Boys 
58 56 
43 42 

Results on some specific Pntterns, Relations ailcl Ftinction.\ Items 

Primary 4"- 
Girls Boys 

68 79 
5 2 5 6 

Items such as L4 and U4 where the students did relatively well are routine 
type patterns. 
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- 
U. T b k l h p a n ~ i n a ~ .  

oaooa aooon A A 

W i d c h . e t a f r b r p c r i r ~ i n m C ~ ~ 7  

A. *O*D**DD**an 
a U*OO*DOU*UBOO 
C. * O * * 0 0 * * * 0 0 0  

D. oo**m*mo**o* 

. 

U4. There nunibers are part of a pattern 

5 0 , 4 6 , 4 2 , 3 8 , 3 4 ,  ... 

What do you have to do to get the next number? 

Answer: 

The performance was lowest on items J5 and K3. 

J5. What do you have to do to each number in Colunlli A to get the number next 
to it in Column B? 

A. Add 8 to the number in Column A 
B. Subtract 8  from the number in Column A 
C. Multiply the number in Column A by 5  
D. Divide the number in Column A by 5  

Colunln A Column B 



Singopore Pr in~nr] .  Scl~ool TIMSS Dnrtr: L)trtcl Rep~.escnttrtio,~. 
ilun(l:sis nnd ProDnBili!); nnti Ptrrto.rzs, Rel~rrions nntl F ~ ~ ~ i n i o r r s  

' K3. Which pair of numbers follows the rule "Multiply the first nunlber by 5 to 
get the second number? 

It is possible that the presentation formatlquestion may not be familiar to 
the students and have caused some confusion. For example, in item K3 most 
students who select the wrong answer chose A. This suggests that they 
comprehend the relationship of multiplying by five but may have misintei-preted 
what the arrow implies. 

L 9  Henry is older thair Bill. and Bill is older than Peter. Which statement must 
be h-ue? 

A. Henry is older than Peter'? 
B. Henry is younger than Peter'? 
C. Henry is the same age as Peter? 
D. We cannot tell who is oldest from the informationt? 

Item L9 required students to apply logical reasoning to select the true 
statement. The performance was reasonably good. The lllost comnlon incorrect 
response was D. This suggests that these students are able to realise that the 
conditions suggested in B and C are not true, but are not able to make the leap to 
the logical conclusion that A ~ncrst follow. 

Conclusions 

The three papers have analysed the six coiltent topics within the TIMSS 
population 1 data. It is clear from the analyses that Singapore students did well 
relative to their International counterparts, primary four students outperfoimed 
primary three students on nlost items and girls performed better than boys on most 
topics. The conclusions that have specific iinplications for teaching are: 
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(a) Students do not perfoinl well on content that is not an integral part of the 
local curriculum. The school curriculum operates as an upper limit on the 
mathematics that students learn. 
Students have difficulty where the language or terminology may be 
difficult or unfamiliar. 
Students have difficulty with items that require them to coinprehend 
concepts or apply information is non-familiar contexts. Many of the items 
that were included in TIMSS would be of a routine nature for Singapore 
students. 

Implications for teaching 

The previous articles included some specific activities that would help 
overcome difficulties within the specific topics. As a conclusioil the authors are 
suggesting some general considerations for teaching mathematics. 

1. Focus instruction on relational understailding and not instrumental 
understanding (Skemp, 1976). As Kaur and Yap (1999) noted proficiency 
in mathematics is necessary but not sufficient requirement to be able to 
apply mathematics. What is being suggested is a refocusing on 
mathematics instruction. It is not a matter of replacing routine skills, it is 
a matter of providiilg a greater balance between skills and concept 
development. 

Terminology plays an important role in mathematics. However, some 
tern~inology is usually not used outside the classrooin (e.g. fractions), 
while other terminology may have a different or looser meaning in 
everyday life than in mathematics (e.g. chance). The teinlinology needs to 
be carefully developed being cognisant of the fact that pre-existing 
meanings may exist for the student. 

Students need experience of applyiilg mathematics in both familiar and 
unfamiliar contexts. Activities iilvolving both familiar and unfamiliar 
contexts need to be an integral part of the school n~athen~atics curriculum. 
Exposing students to a variety of contexts provide them with an 
opportunity to use their "skills" in different situations. 

As well as varying the context, students need experience with problems 
that are posed in verbal, symbolic and pictorial form. 
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Soh (1999) claims that hardworking teachers and pupils and a sound 
mathematics cull-iculum may be the reasons Singapore students outshine their 
international peers in mathematics tests. The three papers in the series that 
examined the performance of primaiy three and primary four Singapore students in 
the Third Iilternational Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) do not refute 
Soh's claim. They show if our pupils are to progress futher there needs to be a shift 
in the focus of current pedagogical practices in our primary mathematics 
classrooms. 
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